ANNOUNCEMENTS

Please join us for our

Inaugural
Shabbos
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D AVENING T IMES
Mincha Erev Shabbos

7:00 PM

Shacharis

8:30 AM

Sof Zman K”S

9:31 ʠ“ʸʢ 8:55 ʠ“ʮ

Pirkei Avos Shiur

7:30 PM

Mincha

8:10 PM
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9:46PM
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Sunday Morning Shacharis

Kabbolas Shabbos
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Followed by Shalosh Seudos
Maariv
UWP

C ONGREGATION O HEL M OSHE

8:30 AM
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Followed by light breakfast and shiur

7:00 PM
Shacharis
8:30AM
Kiddush following davening
C ONGREGATION O HEL M OSHE

Sunday Evening, July 15th
General Membership Meeting
Following our first Shabbos and in
preparation for future growth, a general
meeting to discuss relevant issues and
feedback will take place at the shul.

Mincha at 8:15 and meeting at 8:30
Men and Women are encouraged to attend.

2808 Smith Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21209
congohelmoshe@gmail.com

For more information:

Rabbi Zvi Teichman

Rabbi Zvi Teichman
rzt@yeshivanet.com
410-570-3333
Azi Rosenblum
azirosenblum@gmail.com
443-854-2172

Eitan Schuchman
schuchbalt@yahoo.com
443-929-0755
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The YUX repeatedly uses the term NYW to describe the domicile of the XFW and the XYQW, the DUVQKFof MELFRD and the abode of
XEKFU YDQ
What is an NYW? Is it merely a structure that contains within it one’s possessions and protects one from the elements?
The WUQG in MS FDI[Q reveals to us that the word NYW is rooted in the HX[S in G \I FXKW, KDWUKNJXUEXNYj&; which refers to a
“light” that is illuminated above ones head , a “halo”.
N]M are teaching us that a NYW is an environment that is suffused with the radiance of the personalities, ambitions and warmth of all who
occupy that space. A Jew not only occupies a room, he radiates his existence within his abode through the performance of YUX and
XXPQthat fill the room with meaning and purpose .The definition of one’s NYW is determined by the proportion by which one enlightens
his space with YUX andYVXFJ.
It is for this reason that only when a Jew expires does a realm of YWQX\ descend into the room of the Q . The YWQX\ of NYW is the
vacuum of YDXVH that remains within a room that is left bereft of the illumination of one’s character.
The VJXQNYW of XEKFUYDQ, the NYW of YUD and the NYW of FHJK the NYWYFDXK weren’t geographical locations of their presence but were
rather expressions of WXYOXUFDXVHY’s presence and its concomitant YDXVH that enlightened the world through them.
An NYW can be constructed of the flimsiest materials yet the power of its atmosphere can enable the candle of XEQWYUD to miraculously
remain lit and her bread to remain fresh and merit a cloud to hover protectively over it.
With awe, trepidation and joy, we stand poised to undertake an enterprise of great proportions with the establishing of a VJXQNYW, a
place where we hope to bring a light of inspiration for the benefit of our families and community, a YNKSXYUXKFthat will radiate our
greatest aspirations in our quest to define ourselves in the image of ZY.
We are fortunate to have numbered among us an outstanding collection of talent and personalities, RDYKDHFQ, who will no doubt
succeed in illuminating our YDXVHYNKYH. I am greatly heartened by the outpouring of support and DSEUK[Q that has been displayed to
make this DXVH RXHQa reality.
May we, the YDQNYWNKYH, succeed in pooling our vast and mighty collective spirit in bringing us ever closer to ZY and in that merit
mayWXYOXUFDXVHY protect us and give us the WKQDVWJKK[ and the wherewithal to increase RKQDVXFI through our efforts and deeds.
I look forward with great anticipation to greeting you and your families this RKIUFQFD as we begin a wonderful path of growth and
YIUFtogether.
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